Oracle (NASDAQ: ORCL) is the world’s most complete, open, and integrated business software and hardware systems company. For more information about Oracle, visit oracle.com.

Big Data and Analytics Internship [to be based in Milan]

Oracle is a recognized leader in Business Analytics and Big Data and offers a comprehensive product portfolio that includes a complete Business Analytics, Big Data and Information Discovery platform, In-Memory technology and Engineered Systems, pre-built Analytical Applications, offering customers the choice of both on-Premise and on-Cloud deployment.

We are looking to add an intern to our highly experienced Business Analytics team in Italy.

What we offer:

• 6-month Full-time internship
• Challenging, dynamic and fun working environment
• To start in June

What we are looking for:

• Student/recent graduate in Computer Science/Statistics/Mathematics/Big Data studies.
• Good knowledge of Big Data infrastructure Technologies (Hadoop framework, components, paradigm, ...)
• Knowledge of Business Analytics concepts and technologies (Query, Reporting, Dashboarding, What-If and Scenario Modeling, ROLAP, MOLAP)
• Knowledge of Business Analytics reference architecture (Data Warehouse, ETL, Star Modeling, Information Access, Query Federation)
• Notions of Statistics, Econometric and Predictive Analytics topics and technologies (Machine learning, R Language, Forecasting and predictive algorithms)
• Ability to work in teams
• Fluency in written and spoken English;
• Availability to travel abroad

Appreciated skills:

• Knowledge of Data presentation and Advanced visualizations (KPI representation, Scorecard, infographics)
• Notions of some specific business process or domain in the context of specific industry (FINS, O&G, MRD)
• Notions of Cloud SW deployment model and architectures in the context of Analytics (PaaS,SaaS, ...)
• Notions of Project management (requirements gathering, AS-IS and TO-BE design, task planning, ...)

Oracle – Engineered for SUCCESS:

• A challenging job in a positive atmosphere within an international organization with a dynamic team
• The opportunity to influence your job and your workplace and to become part of a innovative business unit

To apply, send a copy of your cv to patricia.naranjo@oracle.com

Oracle Recruiting: "Continuously selected by our clients as the exclusive vendor of preeminent talent"